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SOURCES 
Correspondence and article-length descriptions of major 
collections of source materials should be addressed to the 
department editor, Dr. I. Grattan-Guinness, Middlesex Polytechnic 
at Enfield, Queensway, Enfield, Middlesex EN3 4SF, England. 
Brief notices, descriptions and queries may be sent to him or to 
the HISTORIA editorial office. 
UNIVERSITY OF INDIANA PHOTOGRAPHIC ARCHIVE 
OF HISTORIANS OF SCIENCE 
This archive invites historians of science to send dated and 
labelled pictures of themselves or of others (including groups) 
to Prof. Edward Grant, Dept. of History and Philosophy of Science, 
Goodbody Hall 130, Indiana University, Bloomington 47401. The 
archive will maintain a permanent file and loan photographs for 
historical purposes. 
ARCHIVES OF MATHEMATICS JOURNALS 
Prof. J.D. Gray of the University of New South Wales (Visiting 
Scholar at the University of Toronto 1974-1975) has inquired 
about the availability to historians of the manuscript archives 
of mathematical journals. Referees ’ reports and other correspon- 
dence would obviously be of great historical value. Have any 
journals deposited old files in libraries? Do journals permit 
scholars to examine files after a certain length of time? Should 
we encourage the preservation and making accessible of such 
materials? Any colleague with experience, information, or views 
on these matters is invited to communicate them. 
RECORDINGS 
Prof. John Stroyls of the Mathematics Dept., SUNY at Buffalo, 
urges the value of making available recordings of talks by 
mathematicians prior to the recent period when such talks are 
routinely recorded and preserved in many cases. He mentions the 
precedent of the Springer publication of a talk by Hilbert by 
means of adjoining the record to the Hilbert Gedenkband (1971). 
Colleagues possessing or knowing about old recordings, espe- 
cially to 1960, but at any time if they are not already available 
in archives of libraries, are urged to inform this department. 
Give as complete and exact information as possible, including 
the present location and availability. 
